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a b s t r a c t

The business models of enterprises in the global fashion industry produce highly negative outcomes for
the environment. High water usage, pollution from chemical treatments used in dyeing and preparation
and the disposal of large amounts of unsold stock through incineration or landfill deposits combine to
make clothing one of the highest impact industries on the planet. This paper uses the sustainable logics
of narrowing, slowing and closing the loop of resources used during the production, design, manufacture
and distribution of fashion garments to analyse emerging business models that seek to reduce the
environmental impact of the fashion system. Taking the business model conceptualization of an enter-
prise as a system designed to create value for the customer and capture value for the firm, we add a
consideration of environmental value and derive propositions that test the possibility that emerging
sustainable business models in fashion will replace the dominant, unsustainable model. The paper argues
that lack of scalability, incompatibility with fashion customers value propositions plus obstacles to
supply chain changes militate against the prospect of the currently designed sustainable business models
becoming the standard model of the fashion industry.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Viewing sectors of the economy through the lens of business
model literature enables managers and researchers to interpret and
understand the value system of any given industry (Baden-Fuller
and Morgan, 2010). Though business model literature is a diverse
and contested domain (Markides, 2015), there is general accep-
tance that a business model is a system or sequence of production
and consumption exchanges that can be used as a framework to
trace and analyse the complex value system of benefits, costs, ca-
pabilities and relationships that comprise a firm (Demil and Lecocq,
2010; Teece, 2010). Business model frameworks capture decisions
taken and identify the resources generated and organized to sup-
port this value system, enabling scholars and managers to under-
stand how value is created for customers and captured for the firm
(Zott et al., 2011; Baden-Fuller and Mangematin, 2015).

Despite the contribution to knowledge this view of a firm as a
model of value creation and capture has made, most accounts of
l), j.gander@kingston.ac.uk
value in business models remain incomplete. This is because value
creation and capture is largely viewed as an organizational dy-
namic, occurring within the firm or between the firm and its cus-
tomers. Yet what of the value created or destroyed in the physical or
natural environment (Brundtland Commission, 1987; Hart, 1995)?
Business models have consequences on the physical environment
in which they are practiced, both positive (sustainable production)
and negative (pollution, non-renewable resource use). Developing
an understanding of sustainable business models (SBMs) demands
that one includes value relationships beyond those exchanged be-
tween customer and company (Abdelkafi and Tauscher, 2016;
Evans et al., 2017), and move towards including the impact of the
business model on the natural environment. A number of key
questions are generated by acknowledging this imperative. Namely,
which business model configurations create environmental as well
as firm and customer value? Or in other words; towhat degree does
the creation of value for a customer and company come at the
expense of the natural environment?

The application of business model approaches to investigating
the sustainability of business practices and consumer markets,
initially in Stubbs and Cocklin seminal work (2008), has seen a rich
literature emerge (Boons and Lüdeke-Freund, 2013; Schaltegger
et al., 2016). Studies have analysed SBMs in sectors such as
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energy production (Matos and Silvestre, 2013), airlines (Heinz and
O'Connell, 2013), automotive (Wells, 2013), chemical industry (IIles
and Martin, 2013) and furniture production (Hogevold, 2011). This
paper seeks to contribute to this literature by exploring the
development of sustainable business models within the global
fashion industry; the manufacture, distribution, sale and use of
fashion clothing. The specificities of this important sector of the
economy, such as highly globalized mass production, fast fashion
consumption and linear take-make-disposal model (The State of
Fashion, 2017; Pulse of the Fashion Industry, 2017), raise chal-
lenging questions when set against the ambition to design SBMs
capable of disrupting the currently dominant operating logics of
fashion businesses. The most critical perhaps being how such SBMs
can achieve the competitive advantages of scale and provide
products that arei in keeping with changing trends.

The analysis that follows is restricted to the examination of
environmentally sustainable business models and does not include
consideration of the wider social impact of global fashion business
models. Though of course of considerable importance in an in-
dustry strongly associated with child labour (Guardian, 2017) and
unsafe working environments (CITI IO, 2017), the challenge of
including this type of impact alongside that of environmental, is
that as Joyce and Paquin (2016) point out, there is not yet a
consensus on which social impacts are necessary to include and
how they might be measured. There is therefore an advantage of
achieving greater clarity and focus when restricting analysis to
environmental issues. Something of particular benefit when the
purpose of the paper is to generate testable propositions to guide
the designers of sustainable business models in fashion.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Firstly, a brief section
highlighting the environmental impact of the fashion industry es-
tablishes the serious and urgent nature of the current situation.
Interested readers seeking more detail on the environmental
impact of the fashion industry are encouraged to consult the re-
ports referenced in this section particularly, Pulse of the Fashion
Industry (2017) and work of The European Environmental Agency
(2014). Secondly, drawing on Bocken et al.'s work, the analytical
concept of resource flow is introduced, and used to examine and
categorize the different sustainability activities of firms in the
fashion industry. The paper's argument is then developed by
considering whether such sustainable models of production and or
retail can be translated into a system of value creation (for the
customer) and capture (by the organisation) that is capable of
replacing the current, highly unsustainable business models in
fashion. Based on this analysis a number of propositions are
developed that can be used to test whether emerging ways of
producing and distributing fashion garments have the potential to
become the foundation of more sustainable business models.

2. The fashion industry's environmental impact

Fashion is undoubtedly one area of the economy that urgently
requires the adoption of more SBMs. The European Environmental
Agency, for example, has ranked clothing, textiles and footwear
fourth in the list of industries by impact on the environment, after
Housing, Transport, Travel and Food, (2014). This undesirable
ranking is largely a result of the “rise of fast fashion” (The State of
Fashion, 2017), which has led to strikingly high environmental
costs stemming from high water usage required during textile
production, pollution from chemical treatments used in dyeing and
preparation, and the scale of landfill produced during disposal
(Fletcher, 2016; Kant, 2012; Pulse of the Fashion Industry, 2017). In
a world with growing water scarcity, the current usage level of
fashion (79 billion cubic metres annually) is very concerning,
particularly when textile production largely takes place in areas of
fresh water stress (Pulse of Fashion Industry, 2017). In a fashion
system where only around 20% of clothing is recycled or reused
huge amounts of fashion product ends as waste in landfills or is
incinerated (Global Footprint Network, 2017). For example, it has
been estimated that in the UK alone around 350,000 tons of
clothing ends up as landfill each year (WRAP, 2016). Furthermore,
the scale of the problem is increasing in-line with increasing de-
mand for clothing with a study by McKinsey and Company esti-
mating global production to have reached 1 billion items annPually
for the first time in 2014 (2016). This is a rising trend owing to the
dominance of the fast fashion logic of competing. Overall apparel
consumption is predicted to increase by 63% from 62 million tons
today to 102 million by 2030 (Pulse of Fashion Industry, 2017). This
huge scale of clothing production mitigates against traditional
recycling efforts such as those involving shipping unwanted
clothing to Africa as part of social enterprise initiatives such as
Oxfam's Senegal programme, ‘Frip Ethique’. This is because the
hundreds of thousands of tons of clothing donated to Africa can
produce a glut in the market that suppresses the development of
the local clothing economy, and in the case of Kenya has coincided
with a drop in textile sector jobs from 500,000 in the 1980s to
around 20,000 (Business Daily, 2010).

These negative externalities created during the highly global-
ized fashion production, consumption and disposal chain, have not
been satisfactorily accounted for (GS1; 2013). The suggestion is
that, perhaps in part because of this, the established and main-
stream business models that operate in the fashion apparel pro-
duction system have remained largely unchanged, operating highly
wasteful and ultimately unsustainable business models. Omitting
the true cost of these business models blunts the innovation
incentive to discover and develop new more sustainable ways of
creating and capturing value in fashion apparel production. Fashion
apparel manufacturers and their customers are not, of course, un-
aware of the environmental consequences of its dominant business
model and new, more enterprises are indeed emerging that
attempt to operate according to sustainable principles (Stubbs and
Cocklin, 2008). However, the question around these business
models and the subject of this examination is, given the omission of
the full environmental costs of production and disposal, can these
new logics of business become sufficiently widely adopted by
mainstream fashion labels so as to effectively challenge the domi-
nant and highly unsustaiSnable fashion industry paradigm of pro-
duction and consumption?

The competitive dynamics of the global fashion apparel
manufacturing industry also make for a very challenging context in
which to birth new SBMs. For example, fast moving trends mean
extremely short product life-cycles that create intense pressure on
manufacturers to rapidly create and supply an ever changing array
of new product lines. In such circumstances being able to respond
to changing demand for products with different aesthetic attri-
butes is critical. However, this can make the fashion customer a
challenging one to service sustainably (Mont, 2008). Activities
such as the use of mono-material garments to increase their
recyclability, or of creating modular clothing designs that can be
updated or renewed, can place limitations on the responsiveness
of the firm and the aesthetic aspect of customer value. In addition
to customer value propositions being challenged by more sus-
tainable methods of production, global value chains enable large
firms to apply bargaining power against smaller textile producers
and manufacturers, and generate scale economies that are used to
reduce costs that in turn feed into almost constant price wars and
promotional battles. Under such circumstances, the adoption of
novel manufacturing methods and design principles can add extra
costs to an industrial system that is extremely sensitive to cost
increases.
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3. Examining sustainable resource flows in the fashion
industry

Given the structure and character of the fashion system, it is
clear that any new SBM innovations cannot reduce environ-
mental costs merely by transferring the cost to the company or
requiring customers to sacrifice some of the value they seek in
their fashionable products. Competitive dynamics and the na-
ture of the customer value proposition mean that such a
redistributive approach would not be sustainable economically.
Companies practicing such SBMs risk their survival and limit
their ability to grow and thus reduce their ability to challenge
the dominant unsustainable business models of their compet-
itors. What is required are innovative ways that resources can
be used, production and distribution organized and value
exchanged and perceived. Despite the size of this innovation
challenge, business model thinking is precisely the approach
that can help reveal fundamental systems of value creation and
capture, and in so doing enable newer, perhaps nontraditional
operating logics and value propositions to be considered and
applied (Arend, 2013).

One way of doing this is to look at the flow of materials in the
fashion system and shift the sector's attitude from the largely
linear model of production, sale, use and disposal to a more cir-
cular model of reuse and reintegration. To apply this notion of
flow and insights gained from a more circular or 'looped'
approach to the study of fashion value chains, the paper draws on
Bocken et al. (2014, 2016) influential research. This body of work
conceptualizes three methods to reduce natural resource usage
and lesson environmental damage; narrowing, slowing and
closing the resource flow. ‘Narrowing’ the resource loop means
increasing the efficiency of the production and manufacture
process so that fewer natural resources are used. The objective
here is to reduce the amount of resources (material and energy)
used during the design, manufacture, distribution, use and
disposal of products (Bocken et al., 2016). ‘Slowing’ the resource
flow uses the reuse and extension/repair of products to lessen
overall environmental damage. Strategies for slowing down the
resource flow and thus reducing overall natural resource usage
and environmental damage, involve creating longer-life clothing
thus extending the period the product is used and thereby
reducing overall demand for the product. Strategies for attempt-
ing to ‘close’ resource flows include a range of social and tech-
nological resource recovery activities. The creation of a closed
cycle of resources comes in different forms, from the chemical or
mechanical processes that recover part or the entire material
used in the clothing and reintroduce it into the manufacturing
loop (Stahel, 1994; McDonough and Braungart, 2002), through
simply reclaiming the garments and reselling them as they are, to
remanufacturing by upcycling or reworking the products. Though
distinguishable as different approaches, they are not mutually
exclusive. These different logics can be applied together in com-
bined ways that reinforce the effort towards establishing a more
sustainable value creation model. For instance, ‘closing’ the loop
activities can in fact narrow resource flow through the principle
of substitution, while ‘slowing’ can be achieved in conjunction to
‘closing’ the loop.

In the following section the conceptual value of categorizing
sustainable logics, via this resource loop perspective is demon-
strated by applying them to the analysis of a number of fashion
initiatives and enterprises. Starting with a clear methodology to
select representative cases of fashion SBMs from practice, the ex-
amples help elaborate each type of resource flow and set up the
next stage of the papere the analysis of their prospects for creating
SBMs within the fashion industry.
3.1. Methodology for selecting representative cases used in the study

This section discusses how the three logics (narrowing, slowing
and closing) for designing resource flows to attain SBMs in fashion
industry were identified from academic literature and used as a
framework to select representative cases from fashion sector
practice. To guide the selection process the following steps were
used: (1) relevant keywords were combined to create search terms
within academic databases to identify the narrow set of literature
on SBMs addressing the fashion industry (section 3.1.1), (2) the
categorization of the identified literature was carried out by
matching their topical areas to the three logics (section 3.1.2), and
(3) both the scientific literature and additionally identified
practice-oriented sources were screened to select representative
cases from the fashion industry (section 3.1.3). The representative
cases for each logic are discussed in detail in sections 3.2e3.4.

3.1.1. Criteria for selection of search terms
The three logics of narrowing, slowing and closing are not mutu-

ally exclusive, and often scientific documents donot specify howeach
logic contributes to the research. To counter this searches on Scopus
and Web of Science databases in the subject area of Business and
Management were carried out, using keywords: (i) “sustainable
business model”, and (ii) “business model” and “sustainability”,
instead of specifically looking for closing, slowing or narrowing. In
combination, keywords “fashion” or “textile” or “apparel” or ”cloth*”
were used to set the industrial context. Infact this is in line with the
purpose of choosing representative cases, which is not to compare or
contrast different SBM methods following these logics, but to use
them as an argument for defining how value is created by them.

In addition, as per the seven key archetypes of SBMs presented
in Bocken et al. (2014), additional keywords were used to devise
search criteria. Different keyword combinations were generated by
connecting these concepts with “fashion”, ”textile”, ”cloth*” to
identify the methods for designing sustainable resource flows in
fashion industry and retrieve the related literature. As an example,
“sufficiency” (archetype 6) and “business model” were combined
with fashion industry related keywords yielded paper: Bocken and
Short (2016); keyword based on archetype 4 “Deliver functionality
rather than ownership” yielded papers: Pedersen and Netter
(2015), Weber et al. (2017) and Hvass (2014).

3.1.2. Categorization of scientific documents into topical areas
In order to choose the right set of literature and summarize the

SBM methods, both authors classified the work retrieved through
the keyword searches and compared their categorization. A tabular
data sheet was used to create a grid of the results, where each row
represented the keyword search combinations while the columns
represented the three logics. Appendix 1 presents the results of the
categorization of the selected articles. Further, based upon the
reading, the topical areas of the articles were summarized and
matched with the logics, to identify the SBM method used. For
example, product-service systems were identified as an SBM
method that delivers functionality instead of product ownership
(e.g. Corvellec and Stål, 2017; Armstrong et al., 2015, 2016).

3.1.3. Selecting representative cases
In some cases, industrial practice appears to be ahead of

academia in exploring and developing novel business models
(Bocken et al., 2014). Hence, examples from practice became a
crucial addition. Using the search terms honed during the literature
research to reveal the SBM methods (please see Table 1), Google
searches were carried out and industry reports, websites and trade
magazines were identified and searched. Additional SBM methods
were revealed through the screening of these documents. For



Table 1
Categories for sampling representative cases from the fashion industry.

Logics Categories based on methods used in fashion
industry to attain SBMs

Key references to the methods from practice
and grey literature

Representative cases chosen for this study

Narrowing � Energy and material efficiencies through:
� Lean manufacturing and waste reduction
� Clean technology for low-carbon, low

effluents
� Integrated pollution prevention and control

DEFRA (2009); Euratex (2013); Klepp et al.
(2015); Textileexchange.org (2017)

Continental Clothing

� Demand-driven product development and
production (digital 3D visualization and
prototyping, fast fashion, made-to-measure)

Circle Economy (2016); SourcingJournal.com
(2017); The State of Fashion (2017)

Zara, Hugo Boss, NikeID

Slowing � Slow fashion
- Timelessness through use of durable
quality of materials and processes

Product-service system based dematerialization

Fletcher (2010); Klepp et al. (2015); ECAP
(2017)

Timeless: Eileen Fisher
Dematerialization:
Swishing.co.uk Nudie Jeans,

� Design for longevity
- Design simplicity, creativity modularity,
incremental improvements

WRAP (2013), Designforlongevity.com, 2017;
MFF (2016)

Fast Refashion, K€attermusen

� Sufficiency
- Establishing intimacy with garments
through premium service, quality

- Social branding

Circle Economy (2016); Sufficiency: Patagonia (Don't buy this jacket),
Nudie Jeans
Social Branding: Peoples Tree

� Responsible promotion
- Employ anti-consumerist marketing
messages

Chouinard (2006) Patagonia

Closing � Collaborative Consumption (product-service
systems: use-oriented, renting, online
sharing platforms)

Guardian (2014); CBS News (2016); BoF (2016);
Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2013); Kiørboe
et al. (2015)

Uniforms for the Dedicated's “The Collection
Library”, Fillipa K's “Make it Last”, Rent the
Runway, Le Tote

� Multiple product lifecycles, closed loop
- Recycle, recovery
- Remanufacture, upcycle, refashion
- Reuse/sell

Schmidt et al. (2016); Palm et al. (2014);;
Elander and Ljungkvist (2016); Watson et al.
(2014, 2016); Circle Economy (2016); Ellen
MacArthur Foundation (2013)

Recycling: FIBERSORT, Relooping Fashion,Worn
Again, Pure Waste
Redenim by Lindex (Remanufacturing)
2nd hand retail (Resell)
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example, under the narrowing logic, demand-driven production
approaches as followed by some fast fashion companies like Zara
was considered significantly sustainable considering their targeted
manufacturing system unlike forecast-driven mass production (e.g.
The State of Fashion, 2017). The most helpful and frequently
referenced sources of information were:

� Sustainability and other sector-specific reports related to the
fashion industry, e.g. Nordic Council of Ministers reports (e.g.
Watson et al., 2014, 2016), McKinsey Quarterly reports, WRAP
reports,

� Website of organizations involved with/reporting fashion in-
dustry sustainability (e.g. Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Mistra
Future Fashion, European Commission website etc.), and

� News magazines, like The Economist, Guardian, Business of
Fashion.

This purposive sampling technique, as employed in other sus-
tainable business research (e.g. Teh and Corbitt, 2015) was, as
described above, used to select representative cases based upon: (i)
richness of data presented on the chosen cases, and (ii) triangula-
tion of information on the cases from multiple sources including
scientific documents. However, the main limitation of this tech-
nique is that radically new but small SBM cases, those not yet re-
ported or documented inwritten format, may not have been visible
during the sampling of academic and trade literature and thus not
included in the investigation.

Table 1 summarizes the main methods underpinning the three
logics for designing resource flows to attain SBMs and provides key
resources explaining them.
3.2. Narrowing

Studies suggest that nearly seven out of every ten fashion
companies do not focus on managing environment and resources
such as water and cotton along the supply chain (Deloitte, 2013).
Given the huge impact of the material stage in the supply chain in
terms of energy and resource consumption and emissions (e.g. 1
pair of jeans utilizes nearly 3625 L of water, 3 kg of chemicals,
400MJ of energy) (Allwood et al., 2006; Deloitte, 2013), such an
‘un-narrowed’ linear flow of resource poses huge problems for a
sustainable future. In contrast, Continental clothing, a UK-based
fashion brand, has developed an EarthPositive collection that is
100% organic and reduces CO2 emission by 90% during
manufacturing. The reduced impact on the environment is ach-
ieved through a combination of low-impact organic farming, effi-
ciency in manufacturing and transportation, and the use of
renewable energy instead of fossil fuel, thus saving around 7 kg of
CO2 per T-shirt.

Though not usually described as an SBM, Zara's version of the
fast fashion approach is also an example of narrowing the resource
flow. This is because their demand-driven, in-season purchasing
model, replaces the more wasteful conventional supply model
characterized by long-lead times and forecasted demand. In com-
parison to the mass production strategy followed by many fashion
labels, Zara's more accurate sales-led approach using flexible and
modular production techniques, results in more efficient produc-
tion, higher proportion of goods sold and therefore less waste
resulting from unsold stock. In addition, some fashion companies
have started integrating digital technology solutions for product
development and prototyping which can also reduce the environ-
mental footprint of their processes (Papahristou and Bilalis, 2017),
e.g. Hugo Boss. This is in contrast to conventional fashion supply
chains which can end up with nearly one-third of the produced
goods as unsold (Mustonen et al., 2013). Such an excess in pro-
duction produces wasteful resource consumption upstream along
the supply chain (Pal, 2014). Many high-street fashion businesses
including those often tagged (often erroneously) with the fast
fashion business model, e.g. Primark, illustrate and epitomize this
systemic challenge. So, viewed in this light, the increased accuracy
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of Zara's version of the fast fashion business model represents the
promise of a more sustainable approach.

3.3. Slowing

Most commonly slowing refers to what has been termed ‘slow
fashion’ (Fletcher, 2010). An approach which can be practiced in
many ways, for example by designing systems of sharing fashion
products, or explicitly designing apparel to increase its durability
and ease of repair (Bocken et al., 2016). The following examples
illustrate how this approach is operationalized. Eileen Fisher is a
UK-based brand that offers eco-fashion products and in parallel
encourages customers to bring back their lightly worn Eileen
Fisher apparel to be cleaned, refashioned, and sold again under
its “Green Eileen” program. Swedish jeans brand Nudie encour-
ages customers to perform this work by offering repair toolkits to
its customers free of charge as a part of its Eco Cycle program
aimed at prolonging the life of the garment. ‘Swishing.co.uk’, a
UK clothing retail and exchange platform facilitates slow fashion
by organizing the exchange and purchase of second-hand
clothing and giving reductions based on value of donated
clothing. On the production side of slow fashion, ‘Fast ReFashion’,
part of the Mistra Future Fashion research consortium is an
example of how a single-cycle garment designed with higher
durability materials can be servitized and thus have extended use
through upcycling e augmenting and redesigning the item
(Earley and Goldsworthy, 2014, 2015).

Designing for longevity is also achieved by creating apparel that
can be modified and introducing a more evolving and personal
relationship between the owner and their fashion items (Laitala
et al., 2015). Organizations exploring such design-led approaches
to extending the longevity of garments, use a variety of modular,
multifunctional or incremental garment construction and orna-
mentation (Gwilt, 2014; Seivewright, 2007). This is a different way
of tackling longevity to that of extension of use through sharing,
and repair. Instead these design-led approaches aim at exploring
the notion that fashion garments as living products, designed to
evolve and transform in order to have a longer period of use.
K€attermusen, a Swedish outdoor brand, is one such example of
encouraging slow fashion through which has designed longevity of
their products. Their trousers, called Mithril, are designed with
functionality that they can be changed by attaching and detaching
pockets and gear-loops of different kinds. In this way it also
modular in design.

It is often the case that slowing and closing are used
together. For example, fashion brands like Patagonia and Nudie
Jeans, on one hand promote sufficiency in the consumption
cycle through premium service and quality, while simulta-
neously engaging in activities intended to moderate sales by
organizing consumer marketing campaigns, offering limited or
no sales incentives, and choice editing to help customers curate
and select garments for longer use (Bocken and Short, 2016).
Patagonia, for instance, developed a campaign called “Don't
buy this jacket”, encouraging people to consider the effect of
consumerism on the environment and purchase only what they
need (Chouinard, 2006).

Promoting ethical sourcing and social value creation by creating
ethical consumption campaigns, also help to reduce fashion's
environmental footprint. This positioning attempts to counter the
otherwise hectic speed of consumer behavior by giving structure
and meaning to fashion product that can lead to a more deliberate,
selective and slower style of purchasing and use. People tree who
work closely with women artisan groups from Bangladesh help to
meet these standards by producing handwoven and natural dyed
products. In this way slowing down the resource flow takes on a
brand building aspect through the formation of so-called ‘brand
communities’ (McAlexander et al., 2002).

3.4. Closing

Closing is linked to the wider movement of circular economy
and refers to the switch in logic from viewing production and
consumption as separate ends of a pipe to attempting to connect
them together to form a loop where resources cycle (Pearce and
Turner, 1989; Linder and Williander, 2015). The more closed or
circular the loop is, the more efficient the use of resources will be
and consequently less damage to the environment occurs. A
number of research and company-driven initiatives in fashion
such as FIBERSORT, Relooping Fashion, Worn Again, Pure Waste aim
to create such closed loops of production and consumption. For
example, UK-based ‘Worn Again’ is developing a chemical ‘textile
to textile’ recycling technology and have partnered with fashion
companies such as H&M and Kering (Worn Again, 2016). A Finnish
brand, Pure Waste, has partnered in the Relooping Fashion
initiative, and is involved in process in recycling material from
industrial waste (using a cellulose dissolution technology), which
is then sorted by color, ‘refibered’ and finally spun into yarn that is
used to produce garments (Pure waste 2016). Even though recy-
cling of textiles can be achieved at scale, the more complex the
product is in terms of material content the harder it is to recycle
due to a current lack of technology for the separation of the
blended fibres. Fashion remanufacturing is however largely
restricted by issues of scale and scope, due to challenges related to
material and process repeatability and standardization on one
hand and consumer acceptance on the other (Dissanayake and
Sinha, 2015). As a consequence, as of today, only pilot initiatives
have been launched by mainstream fashion companies, e.g.
project Re:denim which is such collaboration between a Swedish
fashion retailer Lindex and Re:textile, a university run initiative
with the purpose to remanufacture dead-stock into commercial
items (Lindex, 2017). Much shorter loops involve ‘post-retail’
initiatives and take two forms, either second-hand retailing and/
or take-back schemes (Hvass, 2014).

A ‘socialized’ approach to closing the loop, involves setting up
and promoting shared or collaborative forms of consumption that
aim to replace ownership with access (Pedersen and Netter, 2015).
Organized via online platforms, these largely subscription based
business models include the renting model used by a number of
brands under different concepts, e.g. Uniforms for the Dedicated's
“The Collection Library”, and Fillipa K's “Make it Last”. Several on-
line retailers such as Rent the Runway, Le Tote, etc. have also
ventured into such rental schemes, by renting out designer labels
for a fee. Additional services are provided to create customer value
such as free drop-off, style and mix-match suggestions.

All of these initiatives vary considerably in the type of tech-
nology employed, degree of resource intensity used/reduced, and
amount of value regenerated along multiple loops of product re-
covery options. The underlying causes for this variability can be
linked to differences in kinds of fiber being treated and, by exten-
sion, in intensity of activity required based upon the condition of
the collected post-consumer textilewaste. To illustrate, a sensitivity
analysis conducted in Schmidt et al. (2016) suggested that the
impact and benefits from different treatment routes for all major
fibers (cotton, polyester and wool) in Nordic countries, measured in
terms of primary energy usage (as person equivalents per ton),
reuse is by far the best option.

While these logics and exemplary cases of narrowing, slowing
and closing the loop of resources certainly provide a direction for
the development of more SBMs for fashion industry, it is not clear
whether they have the potential to be adopted as a dominant
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paradigm or at least a business model that is able to meaningfully
reduce the overall damage done to the environment during the
fashion apparel production and consumption cycle. The change in
organisation and attitude required is significant and there exist
many obstacles that need to be overcome (Evans et al., 2017).

4. Sustainable business model innovation

The literature on business models examines how managers and
analysts use them to create a snapshot of how a firm creates value
for its customers in the form of benefits and attributes and captures
value for itself in the form of revenues (Teece, 2010). A variety of
different approaches have conceptualised business models as a
means for the commercialization of new technology (Chesbrough,
2010), a way of organizing (Afuah and Tucci, 2001; Zott et al.,
2011), or as cognitive models aimed at enabling the firm to be
understood and managed (Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010; Arend,
2013). The emerging research area of innovation in sustainable
business models applies these approaches to the investigation and
design of business models that don't damage the environment and
threaten the future viability of the planet (Boons and Lüdeke-
Freund, 2013).

One of the benefits of business modelling is that it provides a
way of capturing essential relationships and dynamics so that the
value system of a firm can be visualized such as in Ostewalder and
Pigneur Business Model Canvas (2010). Capturing the value system
in a representative, albeit simplified way, enables scholars and
managers to identify typologies to apply across different industries
and thereby reveal opportunities for reworking current methods
and types of value creation (Baden-Fuller and Morgan, 2010). Yang
et al. (2017) for example proposed considering value that
remained uncaptured during the operation of a business model,
such as when products are disposed of at the end of their use. By
reconfiguring business model frameworks to include value
uncaptured, managers, they argue, may be better able to identify
opportunities for more sustainable practices that can lead to
increased revenue. Franca et al. (2017) combined the business
model canvas with the Framework for Strategic Sustainability
Design (Broman and Robert, 2016) to provide a detailed sustain-
able approach to the business model canvas. While Joyce and
Pacquin (2016) similarly developed an alternative modelling of
the standard dynamic of value exchange (benefit for revenue), by
creating a triple layered version that incorporated environmental
and social impacts and benefits, alongside those of the customer
and the firm.

A linked body of work problematizes the design process behind
the generation of such SBM conceptualizations. Baldasserre et al.
(2017) for example apply the principles of user driven innovation
(von Hippel, 2005) to the creation and testing of sustainable busi-
ness models. By focusing on user and stakeholder value proposi-
tions throughout the development of the SBM, managers are better
informed on its eventual effectiveness and likely adoption. While
Geissdoerfer et al. (2016) apply a different management approach,
that of Design Thinking (Brown, 2008) to the creation of SBMs and
establish a process that could be followed by managers during the
development of a more sustainable business model.

This paper compliments these valuable contributions to the
widening of the scope of businessmodel thinking and the depiction
of the value relationships of more sustainable business models by
focusing on some key trade-offs and performance features that
need to be considered when making decisions over the precise use
of such models. When one's attention shifts towards such imple-
mentation details an important distinction emerges. Between a
sustainable business model and a ‘more’ sustainable business
model. These have been termed the strong and weak form
approaches to sustainability (Roome, 2012). A strong form sus-
tainability approach involves placing environmental value at the
heart of the operation, making it the driving logic and most
important performance metric. Strong form sustainability often
involves a radical transformation of how an enterprise does busi-
ness (Upward and Jones, 2016). In contrast, weak form sustain-
ability doesn't seek to challenge the profit motive and primary
performance metric of the business. In the weak form of sustain-
ability, activities that increase environmental value are present and
encouraged and even measured as an output, but their role is
secondary. Changes made to how the business operates are incre-
mental and the overall effect of the introduction of sustainable
practices is partial. Each approach has pros and cons, involves
trade-offs being made between environmental and economic value
and relies, to as differing degree, technological innovations, shifts in
the concept of value and reworking of social and individual atti-
tudes and behaviours.

The scale and complexity of the challenge is daunting. Yet one of
the contributions of business model theory is the insight and evi-
dence that for technological innovations to succeed and social
changes in attitude and behavior to be embedded and become part
of a new value proposition or exchange relationship, one needs an
innovation in the business model of the firms in question
(Chesbrough, 2010). Technological innovations or social shifts
cannot on their own deliver change, business models are needed to
create the pivot (Amit and Zott, 2012). Unless the more sustainable
logics of production and consumption that have been identified
within the fashion system are accompanied by business model
innovations, they risk becoming a distraction, a set of positive ini-
tiatives that give the appearance of a sustainable future, but are ill-
equipped to replace dominant unsustainable business models in
fashion and thus address the damage the fashion industry is doing
to the planet.

Business models can be seen as the agents of sustainable change
in the fashion industry. In order to begin the task of building
business models that are sustainable and can survive in the chal-
lenging field of fashion apparel production and consumption, it is
necessary to explicitly build propositions that can test the dy-
namics and properties of the emerging business models in fashion
that are attempting to operationalize environmental value. In this
way observers of the fashion industry can distinguish between
interesting, but ultimately marginal contributions to building sus-
tainable fashion business models, and the qualities needed to
construct SBMs that have the potential to replace the existing un-
sustainable ones.

4.1. Propositions

One can make the general proposition that the total value in a
particular business model (bm) can be defined in terms of a surplus
or ‘net gain’, which can be written as Vbm, and is the sum of con-
sumer surplus or value (Cv) and firm surplus or value (Fv) (Peteraf
and Barney, 2003). Thus;

Vbm¼ Cv þ Fv

By reducing the marginal economic cost and increasing the
customer's willingness to pay, firms can increase the value captured
in the form of revenue. This basically suggests that one can achieve
higher value creation when the total benefits to user/customer and
seller increases without proportionately increasing costs (Zhang
et al., 2015). In this way, Vbm is dependent on scale (S), and
therefore that Cv þ Fv too is.

The literature on SBMs (sbm), has mostly theorized a SBM in
terms what can be termed environmental surplus or value (Ev). In
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line with Bocken et al. (2016), Ev can be gained by the differential
between environmental benefits and marginal environmental cost.

Combining these two perspectives on surplus value encourages
a shift in thinking beyond the economic-centred notion of value,
and an integration of environmental value as a way of developing
more SBMs (Joyce and Paquin, 2016). Thus;

Vsbm¼ Ev þ Cv þ Fv

Proposition 1. Value in SBMs is equal to the sum of environ-
mental value, customer value and firm value.

Applying this simple rubric to the three different sustainable
logics (narrowing, slowing, closing) identified as emerging within
the fashion industry, it is possible to reveal and track the obstacles
and conditions required for their translation into SBMs.

4.2. Narrowing logic

Narrowing is achieved through modular production systems,
demand-driven approaches to production, or low impact energy
use during production.

Narrowing through low energy production processes involves
investing in specialist machinery, computerized systems and new
technology solutions. Such as Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM), 3D visualization or 3D prototyping all designed to reduce
carbon footprint throughmore efficient operation (Papahristou and
Bilalis, 2017) and use of recycled energy sources (Subic et al., 2013).
Yet the current highly globalized fashion value chains are extremely
long and include factories and production facilities located in low
wage economies. Firms operating in these countries often have
difficulty accessing the kind of funds needed to acquire the so-
phisticated machinery that can operate at low energy, or can cut
patterns with optimal use of material and limited waste. Of course
firms in such low-wage economies could, as theymove up the value
added industrialization ladder (Keane and de Velde, 2008) make
such investments. However, because fashion supply chains need to
be flexible in order to cope with rapid customer preference changes
(requiring newmaterial or skills) such investment carries extra risk.
These flexible networks work against investment, as firms have no
guarantee that current relationships with buyers will last long
enough to reach payback point.

Another obstacle is the institutionalized nature of the practices
of fashion apparel design and assembly. Embedded in traditional
craft skills and cultural tacit knowledge, the practices of people
involved in the design and creation of clothing can be resistant to
change. This can make adoption of new manufacturing processes
more difficult. The ‘stickiness’ of traditional techniques and prac-
tices of fashion design, cutting, assembly and finishing is perhaps
also explained by the lack of standardization in the measurement
and manufacture of clothing. Despite the availability of digital
design software systems (e.g. Gerber) and emergence of latest 3D
technologies for virtual prototyping (Papahristou and Bilalis, 2016),
the complexity of different kinds of materials - how it moves, be-
haves with other materials, responds to finishes and cuts, allied to
the extreme variety of the human body, has prevented the wide-
spread adoption of standards and codes to organize and commu-
nicate over the measuring, cutting, and assembling apparel. The
resulting lack of standardization means that skills and knowledge
in fashion production are largely learnt and transferred through
observation and practice. This apprentice mode of knowledge
transfer necessarily reduces the rate at which new methods and
technologies can be adopted.

SBMs based on the narrowing logic of reduced natural resource
usage are thus unlikely to be widely adopted due to the globalized
fashion value chains, institutionalized practices of garment design
and assembly, competitive networks of flexibly organized firms and
unpredictable customer preferences for material. Under these
conditions, SBMs based on narrowing logic will be restricted in
scale as suppliers employing these methods will not be widely
available. Such SBMs can be characterized as lacking in ‘scalability’.
Scalability is defined as the ability to increase the number of units
produced and sold without a proportional increase or dispropor-
tional increase in cost (environmental and/or economic) (Zhang
et al., 2015). With fewer suppliers compliant with the narrowing
logic of sustainable production, costs of transacting with those will
increase damaging the ability of the organisation using such sup-
pliers to grow in production capability. Given these obstacles to
scalability in narrowing logic SBMs, Cv and Fv are likely to be low
due to the inherent lack of scale (S) for SBMs following the narrow-
efficiency logic. Prices increase reducing customer value, firm costs
increase reducing firm value. Both of which lead to low market
share of production and sales which consequently limits overall Ev,
as the impact on overall fashion market sales is limited. In this
sense the Ev of such narrowing logic models is not fully realized.
Thus in narrow efficiency loops, Ev can be modelled as mono-
tonically increasing with Cv and Fv, however is stalled due to
restricted Cv, Fv. This leads to the second proposition.

Proposition 2. Environmental value in SBMs created through
efficiency-based narrowing logic is not fully realized due to costs of
coordination and the resistance to change within established
design orthodoxy hindering the potential for scalability.

The accuracy model of Zara that can be seen as belonging to the
narrowing logic of sustainability, does at first sight appear to have
operationalized the three forms of value creation, Cv, Fv and Ev. An
outcome achieved mainly through a greater effectiveness of
matching production to demand. Yet while accuracy does narrow
the loop competitively, importantly, it does not address the speed of
the product flow in the system. In other words, while accuracy
based narrowing certainly lessens resource usage per customer
demand order, it does not necessarily reduce overall resource us-
age, as customers may simply increase the number of items they
buy (and throwaway) (Allwood, 2014). Indeed, accuracy based
business models (e.g. fast fashion) by following demand and taste
rather than producing to seasonal cycles, arguably increase avail-
ability of potential purchases (McKinsey and Company, 2016).
Narrowing ends up being an enabler of a speeding-up of the cycle
and a shortening of fashion-product life cycles and can therefore
facilitate rebound-effects where accuracy magnifies the scale of
consumption (Bocken et al., 2014).

The above discussion suggests that, attaining scale (S) and Vsbm
for narrow-accuracy logic increases, as Cv and Fv are high, due to the
few to one correspondence between products produced and
customer demand order. However, the logic does not really reduce
the aggregated overall consumption (due to the inherent throwaway
principle). Thismeans that with the increase in scale (S) even though
Cv, Fv increases, the rebound-effect results in constantly decreasing
the marginal increment of Ev till there is a tipping point at which the
positive effects of producing fewer to one products is overshadowed
by the consumption increase. Thus one can argue that in narrow-
accuracy loops, Ev can be modelled as decreasing with increasing
Cv, Fv, hence with (S). This leads to our third proposition.

Proposition 3. Environmental value in SBM created through
accuracy-based narrowing, is counteracted by increases in scale
and shorter life-cycle of products.
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4.3. Slowing logic

The clear benefit of slowing down the flow is to reduce pro-
duction, thereby creating less excess, and accordingly less waste.
The slow fashion model comes in the form of highly durable
garments, and the introduction, or re-introduction, of tailoring
services to refit and repair, adjust and perhaps augment trea-
sured and long lasting pieces. Slowing down the loop clearly
attempts to reduce consumption, but this has arguably very
limited scope as it is largely confined to the haute couture, luxury
or other niche segments of fashion, e.g. ethical fashion where the
garments initial high price justifies the extra costs of time and
‘true’ labour. Such pieces are not generally owned by the majority
of fashion users. The approach is akin to establishing a ‘collec-
tion’ which itself requires high amounts of cultural capital
(Bourdieu, 1986), in order to have the knowledge required to be
aware of the value of different fashion items and the means of
caring/curating them.

The second obstacle to the widespread adoption of slow
fashion logic based business models, is that its central premise is
in direct opposition to the dynamic and meaning of fashion.
Namely, that fashion involves styles that change according to so-
cial and political trends and broader cultural movements
(Bikhchandani et al., 1992; Aspers and Godart, 2013). As an
intensely social practice, these fashion choices form trends made
of designated apparel attributes on material, cut, shape, finish and
color. While consumers and producers vary according to how
rapidly they follow a trend, the overall effect of trends is to reduce
the life-cycle of fashion product. The value sought by customers
and captured by producers is tied to change and is therefore in
direct conflict with the logic of slow fashion. It is possible to
defend this challenge that slow fashion is in fact an oxymoron (e.g.
Clark, 2008), and slowing the flow is in indeed in line with
growing consumer awareness of the availability and benefits of
sustainable products (GS1, 2013). However, the authors argue that
a business model based on slowing the loop that does not also
address the value proposition of the majority of fashion customers
for rapid and frequent product changes, risks being of marginal
contribution to the pursuit of a less environmentally destructive
fashion system.

The result of these features of slow fashion is that business
models based on its proposition will likely only attract a niche
customer segment as customer value (Cv) is reduced (lower bene-
fits and higher knowledge costs). Niche customer value proposi-
tions mean that the effect of a large number of such business
models would be to increase competition within the segment and
would not have a cumulative imapct that would sum to larger
market share. Lack of scalability is another concern in slow loops, as
the fundamental assumption of slowing the loop is restricted
consumption. This leads to low firm surplus or value (Fv), as
increasing the price of garments to balance out the reduced
quantity of sales is difficult in a trend based market (with high
degree of product standardization) with global competitors placing
heavy downward pressure on price points. Even though by shifting
from ownership to functionality models may provide opportunity
to decouple the physical product life from its fashion cycles
resulting in prolonging the active life of the product, often the
durability or trendiness limits this achievement to marginal effect.
So, due to the inherent lack of scale (S), resulting in restricted Cv and
Fv, it can be argued that Ev in such slowing downmodels is not fully
realized. In slow loops, Ev can be modelled as in narrow-efficiency
loops, as monotonically increasing with Cv, Fv, however the value
gained is stalled due to restricted Cv, Fv. This leads to our fourth
proposition.
Proposition 4. Environmental value in SBMs based on slow
fashion practices is not fully realized due to the immiscibility of
restricted consumption and dynamic customer preferences in
fashion hindering the potential for scalability.
4.4. Closing logic

Closed loops or circular systems are a highly attractive alterna-
tive to less sustainable linear systems of production, consumption
and disposal (Geissdoerfer et al., 2017; Urbinati et al., 2017). In its
ideal form, resources, or the majority of those used to create the
garments, are ‘rescued’ from disposal and reintroduced into the
production/consumption process. There is of course a declining
return each loop made by the raw material.

There are, however, somemajor drawbacks when this concept is
applied to fashion apparel manufacture. Technologically, closing, is
an approach largely applicable to only mono-materials, such as
natural fibres (e.g. cotton) or manmade fibres (e.g. polyester, nylon),
and is limited for blends which increasingly dominate the contents
of consumers’ wardrobes. Closed loop production has limited
application to such blends as the recycling and separation tech-
nology is less developed and costly to execute on a large scale (Palm
et al., 2014, p. 66). The difficulty of recycling fibre blends have
driven newer design approaches focusing on future recyclability
(e.g. mono-material garments) but this, as mentioned previously,
places significant restriction on the designer and their ability to
respond to changing consumer tastes. To make matters worse,
attempting to increase the durability of apparel (and thus decrease
consumption) can actually work against recycling as the use of
chemical treatments and blends that it can involves makes recov-
ering the materials more difficult.

Remanufacturing processes are also challenged when applied to
fashion raw materials, as the great variety of the collected items
prevents the kind of standardization that supports larger scale
manufacturing processes (Dissanyake and Sinha, 2015). Looping via
reselling to developing countries of Asia and Africa is less effective
due to the huge scale of unwanted/donated items and the debate
over whether it damages local textile and fashion industries
(Brooks and Simon, 2012). Platforms that create circularity through
sharing economy principles are effective for special occasion wear,
but have limited application for the daily and personal use and
relationship users require and have with their clothing products.

Closed loop logic is thus a principle of sustainable production
and consumption that is awaiting technological innovation, a shift
in social attitudes and institutional change. Technological in-
novations in fibre-recycling are needed to make it applicable to the
varied production materials and processes that make up current
fashion product, a social revolution is required for fashion con-
sumers to adopt a non-ownership style of relationship with their
clothing (Armstrong et al., 2016), and institutional change is needed
in the approach to design and the transfer of design production
knowledge in firms and institutes.

Furthermore, Ev achieved through business models based on
closing the loop, is also low as reuse and extended life-cycle are
niche activities with small potential scale (S) and thus of limited
capability to replace unsustainable produced fashion product. In
terms of production related aspects, Ev is also reduced by either
technological limitations or the necessary restrictions that come
with designing for reassembly that are placed on designers focused
on the latest trends. Socialized closing of the loop through plat-
forms that share garments have limited application for a product
that is worn daily and therefore is largely restricted to occasion
wear special use garments.

Due to this inherent lack of scalability, resulting in restricted Cv



Fig. 1. Developed propositions.

Table 2
Analytical rubric.

Sustainability logic Source of environmental value
creation

Forms of
environmentalism

Current
environmental
value

Potential environmental value

Narrow-Efficiency Through reduced environmental
footprint

Strong Low and stalled Low: Coordination costs and resistance to change within established
design orthodoxy reduce scalability (P2)

Narrow-Accuracy Through reduced waste frommore
accurate production

Weak High but
declining with
scale

Low: Highly scalable business model but increases in volume of
consumption is self-defeating (P3)

Slow Through restricted consumption Strong Low and stalled Low: the mix of incompatible logics (restricted consumption and
dynamic identity seeking customer preferences) makes it niche and
unlikely to scale (P4)

Closed Through reduced resource use via
more circular resource use and
consumption

Strong Low and stalled Low: Technological limitations, institutional inertia, and dynamic
customer preferences restrict firm and customer value damaging
scalability (P5)
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and Fv, it can be argued that Ev in such closed down models cannot
be fully realized. Without widespread adoption, fashion consumers
will continue to support unsustainable business models and the
potential environmental value will be marginal. Thus, in closed
loops, Ev can be modelled using the same reasoning as in narrow-
efficiency and slow loops, as monotonically increasing with Cv, Fv,
yet being stalled due to restricted Cv, Fv. This leads to our fifth
proposition(s).

Proposition 5 (a). Environmental value in SBMs based on circular
resource loop practices is not fully realized due to technological
limitations hindering scalability potential.

Proposition 5 (b). Environmental value in SBMs based on circular
resource loop practices is not fully realized due to institutional
inertia hindering scalability potential.
5. Conclusion

Growing awareness of the damaging environmental conse-
quences of the fashion industry have encouraged the emergence of
new more sustainable models of organizing production and con-
sumption. In this paper the authors have examined the potential
benefits of incorporating the sustainable logics of narrowing,
slowing and closing resource loops into fashion industry business
models. Though the emerging examples from companies applying
sustainable logics and practices are attractive and welcome, when
placed in the context of the current system of value creation and
capture that operates in the global fashion industry they appear
unlikely to replace the dominant and unsustainable business
models of current fashion apparel producers. This is because the
introduction of sustainable resource practices and technologies are
arranged in business models that result in reducing either the value
to or competitive ability of, the host firm, or the attractiveness of
the customer value proposition. Or both. Given this, the potential
environmental value of the sustainable logics is not realized as they
unable to scale and replace existing unsustainable business models
in fashion, as can be observed in Fig. 1.

It is the lack of a scalable SBM rather than a lack of sustainable
business initiatives themselves that is revealed to be the problem.
Table 2 presents an integrative analytic rubric to support those
seeking to understand existing sustainability-oriented business
model in fashion industry and creatively explore their potential for
environmental value creation.

Using relationships between customer value, firm value and
environmental value this paper has identified and discussed the
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obstacles faced by firms attempting to create scalable as well as
sustainable business models around these logics. While one might
argue that innovations necessarily start off attracting only a niche
market of consumers, examination of the competitive dynamics
and sources of value has found that these innovations are likely to
remain niche as they contain unscalable operational and customer
value proposition features. Reproducing these relationships in the
form of basic equations that result in propositions enable scholars
to test the adoptive potential of new SBMs under review. In
applying these propositions business model designers are more
aware of the necessity to construct scalable systems of value cre-
ation and capture that may be able to replace the currently highly
damaging business models in fashion.

Two conceptual steps need to be taken to shift the fashion sys-
tem onto a more sustainable footing. One, SBMs in fashion need to
be designed to be scalable, and offer customer value propositions
that do not require foregoing the ‘fashioness’ of the resulting
apparel. SBMs cannot be built by sacrificing or degrading firm value
or the attractiveness of the customer value proposition. If they are,
then the sustainable fashion innovations will remain marginal and
the damage being done to our environment will continue. The
strong form sustainability initiatives that this paper has analysed
appear in their current modelling to only add to available business
models in fashionmanufacturing and distribution, not replace them.

Secondly, and similarly, the linear and unsustainable business
models of the majority of fashion apparel manufacturers must
incorporate the concept of environmental value in their balances of
customer and firm value. This is because unless environmental
value is captured in their business models then the impetus and
incentive to change is weakened. If business model design de-
cisions are taken with the inclusion of environmental value
alongside deliberations on firm and customer value, firms can
explore more sustainable methods of resource usage and value
Keyword combinations for search Narrowing

“Sustainable business model(s)” þ
“fashion” or ”textile” or ”cloth*” or

“apparel”

� "bib85" "bib85" Papahristrou and Bilal
(2017): reducing process footprint thru
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Archetype 1: Maximize material and
energy efficiency þ “Business
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� Subic et al. (2013); Shen et al. (2017
Sarwar et al. (2017); Rakib et al.
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� Alkaya and Demirer (2014): Integrate
Pollution Prevention and Control

Archetype 2: Create value from
wasteþ “Business model”þ “fashion” or
”textile” or ”cloth*” or “apparel”

e

more highly the benefits of entering into relationships with related
firms offering more sustainable approaches to design, production
and consumption.

Further research is required to investigate this argument and
test the propositions. Future work could include quantitative sur-
veys or case studies of decision makers in established fashion
companies who are operating business models that incorporate
weak form sustainability initiatives to examine how they conceive
value and whether and how they measure and include environ-
mental value. For enterprises with business models built on strong
form sustainability logic, research could be conducted into their
attempts to build scalability and responsiveness to changing
fashion styles into their firm and customer value propositions.
Given the visual nature of business models, such research might
usefully employ cognitive mapping methodology, involving the
drawing or visual depiction of their business models and the value
they aim to create and capture.
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